
“Since we started scanning our orders with iPad minis, 
we cut our administrative time in half while eliminating 
clerical mistakes. We have easily saved 100 hours per 
week working with MicroAccounting and using our Sage 
ERP system. Now our inventory is much better optimized. 
This helps us keep loyal customers coming back.”

— Swetal Patel, vice president, Raja Foods

Choosing the Right Solutions
 

Food & Beverage
 

Company Bio:
Raja Foods is the largest wholesale 
distributor of Indian and Pakistani foods 
in North America. They also own the 
Patel Brothers grocery store chain, with 
50 locations in the U.S.. In addition, they 
manufacture all-natural, preservative-free 
prepared dishes with recipes that honor the 
Indian culture.
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Raise the bar with integrated ERP and mobile 
solutions for your food and beverage business.

PROCESS MANUFACTURING
Minimize waste and risks of cross contamination and recalls. Accurately track and 
label allergens and nutritional info. Keep up-to-date lot tracking and quality control 
records for Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) compliance. 
 
WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT
Prioritize shipping with expiration date tracking, and optimize inventory levels and 
turns with replenishment suggestions, reducing shrinkage and operating costs. 
Increase productivity with barcode enabled inventory tracking. 

DISTRIBUTION AND DELIVERY
Deliver more goods per day using native mapping on a mobile device to optimize 
routes. Satisfy customer demands with faster response time. Collect payments on 
delivery. 

DATA ANALYTICS REPORTING
Analyze sales and margins across products & customers—on any mobile device. 
Use mobile surveys to better meet customer preferences. 

Whether you create the recipes your customers love, manufacture 
specialized ingredients, or focus on distribution, our outstanding 
business technology offerings can help increase the efficiency of 
your processes—and boost your bottom line.

Process manufacturers love this robust ERP. Manage formulas and 
recipes, batch and continuous processing, and demand forecasting 
with unparalleled features that can handle the requirements of 
even the most complex enterprise-level businesses.
 

Our own mobile app modernizes Direct Store Delivery (DSD) 
replacing clunky equipment with a smartphone or tablet, leveraging 
native tools like geo-tagging. Integrate mobile delivery and route 
sales with your Sage X3, Sage 100, or Sage 500 system, and keep 
shelves stocked with fresh product due to real-time inventory 
insight.
 

This cloud-based ERP integrates production and planning with 
customer management, accounting, distribution, and financial 
reporting. Gain control over every step of the manufacturing 
process to save costs and meet product demands.

Dallas n Chicago n Canton   info@microaccounting.com   855-876-3773   microaccounting.com       @microacctg

Contact us to discuss the best ERP and mobile solutions to  
support your unique needs within the food, beverage,  
wholesale distribution and manufacturing industries. 
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